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- Security Manager, Global 500 Beverage Company

Access to sensitive data. Now we have ongoing 
assessments through DataPrivilege entitlement 
review process by the data owners themselves. 
They are empowered to remove non-authorized 
access through DP every quarter. After the initial 
remediation project, this is the gold standard 
process of maintaining shared data security.



INTRODUCTION 

TL;DR: Managing permissions can be expensive. For a 1,000 employee company, the overhead of 

permissions request tickets can cost up to $180K/year. Automating access control with DataPrivilege 

can save $105K/year or more and reduce risk. Read on to see the math.

One of the most important requirements of implementing a data security plan in 

today’s breach-a-day era is to implement and maintain a least privilege model across 

your enterprise.

The principle of least privilege says that users should only have access to resources 

that they need to do their work. What does this mean? The marketing team, for 

example, probably shouldn’t be able to access to corporate finance and HR data. 

You’d be shocked how often they do.

A least privilege model can drastically limit the damage insiders can do but, perhaps 

more importantly, it prevents hackers from moving laterally across the organization 

with a single compromised account.
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Without least privilege, hackers can likely move from one share to another, grabbing 

as much private data they can. On the other hand, if (and when) that least privilege 

model is implemented, the hacker will be limited to the same resources that the 

compromised account is able to access.

The downside? Achieving least privilege permissions is no minor feat. You need to 

analyze access control lists, correlate them to users and groups in Active Directory, 

and remediate issues like global access, which should be a major red flag. Hackers 

actively seek out common issues like overly permissive service accounts, broken 

permissions inheritance, and weak admin passwords.

Once you grab the low-hanging fruit by closing common loopholes, you’ll need to 

involve business owners to figure out whether current entitlements are legitimately 

needed and, if not, revoke them.

We’ve helped thousands of companies get to least privilege and, on average, it takes 

6 human hours or more per folder to implement a least privilege model manually.
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34% of users are enabled, but stale

41% of companies had over 1,000 
sensitive files open to everyone

88% of companies with over 1M 
folders had over 100,000 folders open  
to everyone

57% of companies have over 1000 
folders with inconsistent permissions of companies had over 1,000 

stale user accounts

65%

STATISTICS
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HOW MUCH DOES IT COST TO MANUALLY 
MAINTAIN A LEAST PRIVILEGE MODEL? 

It’s a major investment to implement least 

privilege model in money, resources, upkeep, 

and human capital. Once you’re there, the IT 

Service Desk traditionally takes on the burden of 

maintaining that least privilege model.

Based on 2016 industry data, the average service 

desk call costs the company $15.56 Seems like a 

reasonable price for a quick service call. Say the 

end user calls requesting access to a share. IT has 

to contact the end-user’s manager–or someone 

else in the approval chain–and then either 

approve or deny the request. Based on surveys of 

our customer base, this process on average, takes 

about 20 minutes over the course of a day for the 

help desk to complete.

Now, how many times do you think they get 

this call in a month? 50? 100? 1,000? Some of 

our customers process up to 7,000 permission 

changes a month – all in the name of data security, 

and to maintain a least privilege model.

Here’s a quick chart of that scenario: the number 

of (service desk calls/month) * (cost per call), for 

the entire year.

You read that right. Without a way to streamline 

that access request process, it would cost our 

customer over one million dollars a year just to 

keep their permissions in a good place.

https://www.thinkhdi.com/library/supportworld/2017/metric-of-month-service-desk-cost-per-ticket.aspx
https://www.thinkhdi.com/library/supportworld/2017/metric-of-month-service-desk-cost-per-ticket.aspx
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Fun desk exercise: if you know your service 

desk cost-per-case and how many AD changes 

you process each month, you can do this same 

calculation for yourself. Now ask yourself, what’s it 

worth to you?

Besides the monetary cost, there’s the human 

element to consider.

Based on the above chart, if you’re in the 1,000 

AD changes per month range, you’re at a baseline 

cost of $180,000 dollars per year in service desk 

calls which, at 20 minutes per call, ends up taking 

333 human hours each month just to manage 

those requests. That’s 2 full time hires working 

more than 40 hours each month, dedicated to 

fielding permissions requests. Even if you had a 

team working non-stop around the clock and on 

weekends, that would be nearly two weeks of 

dedicated man hours on permissions requests.

And that’s just the mid range.

In a larger enterprise those 7,000 AD updates 

roughly comes out to 2,310 work hours a month. 

That’s 14 people dedicated full time to maintain 

least privilege permissions per month!
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A BETTER WAY TO MANAGE PERMISSIONS 

DataPrivilege takes the burden off of the Service 

Desk and gives the data owners – the ones that 

actually *know* who should be accessing that 

information – the ability to grant and remove 

access from their own shares.

This makes removing and granting access as simple 

as responding to an email: and each data owner will 

only be doing for their shares – not the entire domain.

We can all probably agree that putting the IT 

Service Desk in charge of access to the Corporate 

Finance folder is a bad idea. However, putting 

the Controller or the Lead Corporate Accountant 

in charge of access to that folder is a great idea 

– and you should pat yourself on the back for 

coming up with it!

DataPrivilege will also automate your entitlement 

reviews and create reports for auditing and 

compliance. We provide APIs to integrate with your 

IAM or ITSM systems. And of course DataPrivilege will 

integrate with any other Varonis software you own.

PERMISSIONS
GRANTED

USER DATA OWNER
(CLICKS APPROVE)

DP REQUEST
(VIA EMAIL)

DataPrivilege 
Authorization 

Workflow
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BUT WAIT, HOW MUCH IS THAT GOING  
TO COST ME?

Security analysts have no shortage of alerts –  

malware detected on a workstation, an account 

locked out, a successful login from the South Pole. 

Not only do raw, unparsed events generate more 

alerts, each alert takes far longer to investigate. 

In order to know whether or how to respond, the 

analysts needs to correlate the events manually – 

a painstaking, time-consuming process. 

For example, let’s say an analyst, receives an 

alert from a malware detection system: “malicious 

file detected at 10.10.150.12.”  The first step might 

be to identify the workstation, call its owner, and 

then see if it has been really been infected with 

malware. If it has, then a next step might be to 

query the proxy logs to determine where the 

malware came from, whether any connections 

have been made to unusual locations, and/or  

large uploads initiated. If they have, then worries 

about whether any sensitive data has been 

accessed start to cause dyspepsia, and the 

investigation continues.
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ARE YOU PULLING MY LEG? 

Nope.

Those numbers are legit. But keep in mind, they’re 

specific to maintaining a least privilege model. To 

get there, you have to (and really should) implement 

least permissive permissions.

And of course you have to balance all of this 

outlay against the cost of doing nothing and the 

risks associated with doing nothing. How much do 

you think the breach at Equifax is going to end up 

costing them?

The Wall Street Journal says “billions”.

Not to mention you don’t want to have to testify 

in front of Congress and explain how you messed 

up. The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Protection 

Subcommittee don’t have time for that.

https://www.varonis.com/products/automation-engine/
https://www.varonis.com/products/automation-engine/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/equifax-breach-could-cost-billions-1505474692
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The privileged access threat landscape is growing 
with a higher risk of enabling cyberattacks and 
severe consequences. Technical professionals must 
architect privileged access control capabilities to 
defend against exploitation scenarios and to resist 
advance persistent attacks.
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OK, WHAT NEXT? 

There are a few ways to begin to get started with 

DataPrivilege and Varonis. One of the easiest ways 

is to get a free Risk Assessment.

Our engineers will analyze your current data 

security situation – including global group access 

and overexposed data – and you’ll get a detailed 

report with recommendations on where your biggest 

vulnerabilities are and how to manage them. Or, skip 

all that and go straight for a demo of DataPrivilege. 

Your call.

Getting to and maintaining a least privilege model is 

one of the most important steps in protecting your 

sensitive data – it significantly reduces the risk of 

your sensitive data being overexposed, leaked, or 

stolen – and DataPrivilege will help you get there.

https://info.varonis.com/start
https://info.varonis.com/demo
https://www.varonis.com/products/dataprivilege/
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ABOUT VARONIS

Varonis is a pioneer in data security and analytics, 

fighting a different battle than conventional 

cybersecurity companies. Varonis focuses on 

protecting enterprise data on premises and in 

the cloud: sensitive files and emails; confidential 

customer, patient and employee data; financial 

records; strategic and product plans; and other 

intellectual property. 

The Varonis Data Security Platform detects insider 

threats and cyberattacks by analyzing data, 

account activity and user behavior; prevents and 

limits disaster by locking down sensitive and stale 

data; and efficiently sustains a secure state  

with automation. 

With a focus on data security, Varonis serves 

a variety of use cases including governance, 

compliance, classification, and threat analytics. 

Varonis started operations in 2005 and, as of 

December 31, 2017, had approximately 6,250 

customers worldwide — comprised of industry 

leaders in many sectors including technology, 

consumer, retail, financial services, healthcare, 

manufacturing, energy, media, and education.

Live Demo
Set up Varonis in your 
own environment. Fast 
and  hassle free.ect yo

info.varonis.com/demo

Data Risk Assessment
Get a snapshot of your data  
security, reduce your risk profile, 
and fix real security issues.

info.varonis.com/start


